ConstrastivePose: A contrastive learning approach for self-supervised feature engineering for pose estimation and behavioral classification of interacting animals
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Abstract

In recent years, supervised machine learning models trained on videos of animals with pose estimation data and behavior labels have been used for automated behavior classification. Applications include, for example, automated detection of neurological diseases in animal models. However, there are two problems with these supervised learning models. First, such models require a large amount of labeled data but the labeling of behaviors frame by frame is a laborious manual process that is not easily scalable. Second, such methods rely on handcrafted features obtained from pose estimation data that are usually designed empirically. In this paper, we propose to overcome these two problems using contrastive learning for self-supervised feature engineering on pose estimation data. Our approach allows the use of unlabeled videos to learn feature representations and reduce the need for handcrafting of higher-level features from pose positions. We show that this approach to feature representation can achieve better classification performance compared to handcrafted features alone, and that the performance improvement is due to contrastive learning on unlabeled data rather than the neural network architecture.

Author Summary

Animal models are widely used in medicine to study diseases. For example, the study of social interactions between animals such as mice are used to investigate changes in social behaviors in neurological diseases. The process of manually annotating animal behaviors from videos is slow and tedious. To solve this problem, machine learning approaches to automate the video annotation process have become more popular. Many of the recent machine learning approaches are built on the advances in pose-estimation technology which enables accurate localization of key points of the animals. However, manual labeling of behaviors frame by frame for the training set is still a bottleneck that is not scalable. Also, existing methods rely on handcrafted feature
engineering from pose estimation data. In this study, we propose ConstrastivePose, an approach using contrastive learning to learn feature representation from unlabeled data. We demonstrate the improved performance using the features learnt by our method versus handcrafted features for supervised learning. This approach can be helpful for work seeking to build supervised behavior classification models where behavior labelled videos are scarce.

Introduction

Analysis of animal behavior is critical in the field of neuroscience to study brain function, and crucial for the assessment of treatment efficacy in preclinical testing. With the advancement of molecular tools for intervention in animal models, accurate and efficient detection and quantification of animal behavior is increasingly sought after. While human annotators remain the gold standard in behavior scoring, they can get fatigued or overwhelmed by the vast number of behaviors to score, in addition to the complexity of differentiating specific behaviors. It takes about 22 man-hours to annotate a one-hour video by frame with high confidence[1]. Other problems with human annotation are the difficulty of ensuring high quality of annotation due to well documented factors such as variability between different annotators, observer bias and observer drift[1–4].

Automated video analysis has been introduced to help allow a semi-high throughput workflow for behavioral screening in research[5]. Commercial behavior tracking software packages (e.g. EthoVision, ANY-maze), or those that are incorporated in the behavioral assay equipment hardware (e.g. Med Associates Inc., Campden Instruments Ltd,) are often costly, and have low customizability to user-specific experimental setting. Additionally, some studies have shown that many commercial software lack sensitivity due to poor animal tracking and are unable to dissociate complex animal behaviors[5–9]. Due to such drawback, machine learning-based
approaches using open-source software and videos acquired with consumer grade cameras have steadily being embraced by animal behavioral scientists for automated tracking and analysis of complex behaviors in their research models. For example, Wu et al.[10] developed a machine-learning image-analysis program that automatically tracks leg claw positions of freely moving flies recorded on high-speed video, producing a series of gait measurements. Their fully automated leg tracking of *Drosophila* neurodegeneration models reveals distinct conserved movement signatures. Hong et al.[11] studied interactions of mice with gene mutations associated with autism using machine learning based video tracking and classification and detected social interaction deficits compared to those without the mutations. Van den Boom et al.[6] applied open-source machine learning classification software to study SAPAP3 knockout mice and confirmed that they engage in more grooming than wildtype mice from the same litter both in number of bouts and grooming duration.

The common workflow[1,5] for machine learning animal behavior classification is to first extract features from the video, commonly in the form of pose estimation. Feature engineering is then performed by computing hand-crafted features, such as animal orientation and length, from animal pose estimation. Finally, a machine learning algorithm, either supervised learning or unsupervised learning, is applied on those features. In supervised learning, the classifier is trained on the features and behavior labels, and the trained classifier can be used to classify behaviors in new videos. We focus on the supervised learning workflow as it is more commonly used in literature.

There are two weaknesses of this typical workflow for practitioners. Firstly, the requirement of creating a large labeled training set for the machine learning model to achieve good classification accuracy. E.g., in the supervised classification of mice behavior, up to 260 minutes, and 135 minutes of video were annotated in [12], and [13], requiring approximately 95 and 50 man-hours
of work respectively to build the training and validation sets. Secondly, engineering handcrafted
features from pose-estimation data relies on experience and trial-and-errors. A summary of
various feature engineering approaches found in literature is provided in S1 Table.

In this study, we develop a method, which we refer to as ConstrastivePose, that seeks to address
these two weaknesses. The ConstrastivePose method is trained using contrastive learning on
unlabeled data, and then fine-tuned with a small amount of labeled data.

Contrastive learning, a form of self-supervised learning that learns useful representations of data
for classification without the need for labels. It is trained by contrasting similar data against
dissimilar data. For a given datapoint in a training batch, similar data is generated by data
augmentation of itself while dissimilar data are simply other datapoints in the training batch.
Through contrastive learning, ConstrastivePose leverages the availability of large sets of
unlabeled data generated with the automated and easily scalable pose estimation data generation
process. The data representation learnt by ConstrastivePose also reduces the need for manual
feature engineering from pose estimation. With fine-tuning after contrastive learning,
ConstrastivePose achieves better performance on downstream supervised learning task than
handcrafted feature engineering. Through this work, we hope to improve behavior classification
performance and alleviate the reliance on manual annotations by trained behavioral scientists to
decipher animal behavior.

Results

ConstrastivePose learns features that exhibit similar structure as handcrafted features

ConstrastivePose uses contrastive learning to reduce differences in representation between a set
of pose estimation and its random augmented version and enlarges their differences with other
examples in the batch. We trained a neural network to take in the pose-estimation and output an embedding which can be interpreted as features constructed by the neural network from the original data. To demonstrate how this works, we first apply ConstrastivePose to the Caltech Mouse Social Interactions (CalMS21) Dataset[14] Task 1, which contains videos of two mice interacting that have been labeled for key body part positions and one of four behaviors: investigation, attack, mount and others (more details provided in materials and methods section).

Visualization of the embedding space with UMAP for the CalMS21 dataset in Fig 1 showed that contrastive learning was able to learn a representation that is similar to the embedding spaces formed by handcrafted feature engineering methods, as opposed to the original feature representation with no feature engineering. We can see that in Fig 1 panel a, the original feature representation does not show any coherent groups or clusters between different behaviors. In panel b, the representation of handcrafted features shows distinction between interacting behaviors (investigation, attack and mount) and non-interacting behaviors (others). The learnt representation in panel c was able to achieve similar results as in panel B, with clearer distinction and more separable structure.
Fig 1 Visualization of feature representations for CalMS21 dataset using UMAP. (a) Representation of the original untransformed features. (b) Representation of the handcrafted features with the best classification performance in Table 3. (c) Representation of learnt features through contrastive learning. The learnt representation in panel c was able to achieve similar results as in panel b, with clearer distinction and more separable structure.

ContrastivePose outperforms no feature engineering, and is on-par with handcrafted feature engineering for supervised learning

To test how well the feature representations learned by ContrastivePose performs on supervised learning, we compared our method against handcrafted engineered features that were commonly used in literature (S1 Table). For our method, we trained ContrastivePose on unlabeled data and then fine-tuned it on a small set of labeled data.

A random forest model was employed to compare the test performances of the different feature engineering methods. Tree based ensemble methods such as random forest are easy to train and are one of the most popular supervised learning methods used in animal behavior supervised classification[1]. Each of the random forest model is trained on a separate set of engineered features as inputs and then tested with unseen test data.

The performance of the models trained on different combinations of engineered features are summarized in Table 1. Macro-averaging was used for the metrics because of class imbalance to treat all classes as equally important and avoid overoptimistic estimation of the classifier performance due to the majority class. We found similar or higher scores for precision, recall, F1, and accuracy for our method compared to supervised learning. In particular, the macro F1 score for our method was at least 0.05 higher than the next highest supervised engineering feature, indicating greater multiclass classification performance. (Complete classification results for each class are provided in S7)
Table 1 Comparison of classification performance for various handcrafted feature engineering methods for CalMS21 dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Engineering</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1 Score</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame-wise velocity</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance between points</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td><strong>0.75</strong></td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Method</td>
<td><strong>0.82</strong></td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td><strong>0.75</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.88</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To further validate the performance of our model, we applied it to a new set of data that we generated from our in-house experiments. Two wild type mice were housed in a cage and videos of them interacting were captured. Either animal can be behaving individually, such as self-grooming, or one can be following the other, or engaging in sniffing the body or the anogenital region of the other, or both animals can come together and perform nose-to-nose sniffing. (See S2 for list of behaviors.) Thus, this dataset is more challenging as it contained more than twice as many behavior classes compared to CalMS21. Furthermore, the mice in the videos were of the same color and size, which made it difficult for pose-estimation software to extract pose with high accuracy. Hence, the pose estimation input was noisy and contained some missing or erroneous data. This is the case for both DeepLabCut[4], a popular pose estimation software, as well as using YOLO-based object detection algorithm[18], suggesting the inherent difficulty of the video.
rather than an issue with the pose estimation software choice. Nevertheless, despite these challenges, ContrastivePose provides similar performance advantages on this dataset. The results are summarized in Table 2.

Well-designed handcrafted features, in this case the overlap between bounding boxes, can have good prediction power. The overlap in bounding boxes is computed using the intersection area between two bounding boxes. When interacting animals come into close contact with each other, bounding boxes of the body parts will tend to overlap and the intersection area provide information about the type and extent of contact between a pair of body parts. As seen in Table 2, when overlap in bounding box feature was added, the classification scores increased substantially. By supplementing the features learnt by ContrastivePose with well-designed handcrafted features like the overlap between bounding boxes, which is easily done, it can achieve better performance than just the handcrafted feature set measurably.

Table 2 Comparison of classification performance for various handcrafted feature engineering methods for in-house experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Engineering</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1 Score</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Position of corners</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Distance between points</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Frame-wise velocity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Position of corners</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Distance between points</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Frame-wise velocity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Overlap in bounding boxes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Our Method</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ContrastivePose with fine-tuning</strong></td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td><strong>0.32</strong></td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussions
Machine learning methods for animal behavior classification typically follow a two-step process: feature extraction from the video, commonly in the form of pose estimation, followed by machine learning classification. In recent years, pose-estimation or pose-tracking has advanced rapidly with the introduction of deep learning methods in computer vision that allows for markerless tracking of various user-selected body parts of animals to be accurately tracked in video. Open-source tools such as DeepLabCut[4], DeepPoseKit[19] and YOLO[18,20] are now popular and widely used among researchers. We focus on pose estimation features as input due to their popularity. In most cases, hand-crafted features such as animal orientation and length are then computed from the pose-estimation to be used in the second step.

In the second step, machine learning is used to classify behaviors using the features extracted and computed in the first step. Machine learning methods generally fall under supervised and unsupervised learning[1]. Supervised learning trains a model with true labels provided. There have been many works using supervised learning methods such as random forest[12,15], support vector machines (SVMs)[21], and neural networks[22]. Unsupervised learning seeks to discover inherent structure within the data, typically by finding various spatial groupings in a feature space after some form of dimensionality reduction. These spatial groupings may correspond to various human defined behaviors or behavior “motifs” upon inspection[1]. However, user oversight is still necessary at the end to ensure accuracy and explainability of output variables.

A main weakness of supervised classification of behaviors from pose-estimation is the requirement of accurate annotation for the creation of labels needed for training, which currently relies on human input. Supervised learning is known to perform better with more available labeled data. However, as mentioned previously, creating high quality manual labeling is a time-consuming process. Generating more training data will require more man-hours spent on labeling.
Moreover, the use of multiple human labelers or even the same labeler on different working sessions inevitably introduces variability due to observer bias and observer drift.

Another aspect of most existing machine learning workflows for animal behavior classification using pose-estimation data as input, is feature engineering. Various methods in literature mostly rely on handcrafted features computed from the pose-estimation data (S1 Table). Feature engineering from pose-estimation data can be a tedious and difficult process. Handcrafting features depend much on the intuition and experience of the designer. In this process, poorly designed feature engineering can potentially fail to capture necessary information and relationships that are needed to obtain high classification accuracy.

To overcome the burden of tedious manual annotation of behavior from videos and reliance on trained observers, we developed ConstrastivePose, which uses contrastive learning to train on pose estimation data alone, and output behavior classifications. This method reduces the need for feature engineering and is able to learn from large unlabeled datasets to improve the model learnt representation. Contrastive learning was first successfully applied in computer vision to leverage the fact that there are huge amounts of unlabeled images available compared to labeled images. Through self-supervised learning on a larger set of unlabeled images, and then fine-tuning the representation learnt for downstream tasks like image classification and object detection, it is possible to obtain quality performance with much lesser labeled data (18–20). Our method, ConstrastivePose, is a novel application of contrastive learning on the problem of classifying animal behavior from pose estimation data.

ConstrastivePose has two main advantages over existing methods. Firstly, this approach enables the leveraging of larger amounts of pose-estimation extracted from unlabeled video to improve predictions, alleviating the bottleneck of lesser available labeled video data. Secondly, this
approach reduces the need for feature engineering from user-defined to learning from the data itself. In comparison, current methods with engineered features are static in the sense that once the user defines the rules or calculations to generate the features, e.g. pairwise distance, angle between subjects, these rules are fixed no matter how much pose-estimation data is available. The self-supervised learning approach, however, can leverage on more available data to improve its feature extraction ability. In the results section, we have shown that by performing contrastive learning on a larger set of unlabeled pose-estimation data, and then fine-tuning with a small set of labeled training data, ConstrastivePose can achieve better performance on downstream supervised classification than using handcrafted features.

We also trained a model with the same neural network architecture using a small set of labeled training data alone, without the contrastive pre-training, as a feature extractor to understand if the performance improvement was due to the use of contrastive learning or simply the strength of the neural network architecture itself as a feature extractor (Refer to experiment set-up details in S3 Fig 1). The results summarized in Table 3 show that training from scratch on labeled data alone performs worse than training with contrastive learning. This demonstrates that the performance improvement comes from representation learnt during contrastive learning, and that the method is an effective way of boosting performance by incorporating information from unlabeled pose-estimation data.

Table 3 Comparison of classification performance for ConstrastivePose and neural network without pre-training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1 Score</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CalMS21 Dataset</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConstrastivePose</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td><strong>0.75</strong></td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No pre-training</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our method can be used to study the behavior of mice and other animal models, and their social interactions in a setting that allows for free interaction. We demonstrated individual specificity in the data output using our model, which is critical for studies requiring individual-based identification, like research on models of social behavior disorders (e.g. autism spectrum disorders, anxiety disorders). Our method is not limited to any particular type of pose estimation (key points, bounding boxes etc.) or set of behaviors. It can be easily applied for pose estimation and additional behaviors not discussed in this study. This adds to the adaptability of our model to suit various research needs, thereby achieving our goal of existing supervised learning workflow to intelligently automate a task that has high human dependency.

Future work can seek to investigate and incorporate other techniques of self-supervised learning such as pre-text task learning, for e.g. predicting missing values or predicting video clip order, to improve the learnt representation further. The contrastive method proposed in this paper only performs spatial augmentation and thus may not be very effective in extracting useful temporal features. Hence, temporal based tasks may be especially useful for behaviors that happen over a period of time such as one animal following another.

### Materials and Methods

#### Datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In-house Dataset</th>
<th>0.30</th>
<th>0.44</th>
<th>0.32</th>
<th>0.72</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ConstrastivePose + overlap in bounding boxes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No pre-training + overlap in bounding boxes</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The first dataset is Task 1 of the Caltech Mouse Social Interactions (CalMS21) Dataset [14]. The dataset consists of 7 labeled key points (nose, left ear, right ear, neck, left hip, right hip, and tail-base) for two interacting mice in a box. For each key point, there is the x and y pixel positions. Each frame is labeled for 4 behaviors: attack, investigation, mount and others (non-interaction). Please refer to [14] for details on the dataset.

The second dataset is video recording from an in-house experiment conducted on two interacting mice in a box. The pose of mice in the video is labeled using the YOLOv3 algorithm [20]. YOLO generated pose-estimation data consists of 4 bounding boxes capturing the nose, head, body, and tail-base for each mouse. For each bounding box, there is the x and y pixel positions of the top left corner of the box, and the height and width of the box. The videos are labeled for 10 behaviors: nose-nose sniff, body sniff 1, body sniff 2, anogenital sniff 1, anogenital sniff 2, mutual circle, affiliative, following 1, following 2 and exploration (behaviors with suffixes 1 and 2 indicate the identity of mice performing the action). Illustrations of behaviors are provided in S2 Table. The use of bounding box tracking by YOLO instead of key points also serves to demonstrate generalizability to different types of pose-estimation methods.

The pose estimation for both dataset are illustrated Fig 2.
Fig 2 Pose estimation of mice used in CalMS21 and in-house dataset. CalMS21 dataset uses 7 key points, each defined by a x, y positional value. The in-house dataset uses 4 bounding boxes, each defined by the x, y positional value of the top left corner, and the height and width of the box.

Overview of methods

ContrastivePose takes as input pose estimation data and outputs a feature representation of the data, which can then be used for downstream supervised classification. It is akin conceptually to the feature engineering step.

The training for ContrastivePose model uses a large set of unlabeled training data. After training with the unlabeled data through contrastive learning, the model would then be fine-tuned with a relatively small set of labeled training data in a supervised fashion. For the downstream task of
supervised classification of behaviors, the small set of labeled training data would be used to train
a random forest model (other type of machine learning model may also be used instead). The
random forest model takes the learnt representations as computed by the previously trained
ContrastivePose as input. The process is illustrated in Fig 3.

For inference, we simply take the video that we wish to be labeled, obtain the pose estimation for
each frame of the video, pass it through the trained ContrastivePose model and use its output
representation as the input for the trained random forest classifier to obtain the behavior
predictions.

Fig 3 Overview of ContrastivePose method. The ContrastivePose model is trained on large set of unlabeled data
through contrastive learning, and then fine-tuned on a small set of labeled data. When applying to downstream
supervised behavior classification task, the labeled training set is passed to the ConstrastivePose model which outputs the learnt features that can be then used to fit a classifier such as random forest.

The specific details of the training and testing workflow for the data used in this paper are presented in S3.

**Sliding window for input data**

To capture temporal aspects of the animal poses which are important for behaviors that take place over many frames, such as following, and attack, we used a sliding window approach to generate the input data for the training and test sets. The length of the sliding window is a hyperparameter. We set this at 30 frames for a 30-frames per second video based on visual inspection that temporal activities can be identified within a second of the video. This hyperparameter has not been tuned. Each datapoint is therefore a matrix of size $30 \times \text{number of original features}$. For example, for CalMS21, there are 2 mice, 7 key points for each mouse, and 2-D coordinates for each point. We take the frame $t - 29$ to frame $t$ and concatenate into a $30 \times 28$ matrix as $X_t$, and the label $Y_t$ will be the behavior labeled for frame $t$.

**Contrastive learning**

Contrastive learning has been the most successful self-supervised learning technique used in computer vision, achieving state-of-the-arts performance. Self-supervised learning is an approach to learn from unlabeled samples by generating tasks or pseudo-labels from the data and training a neural network to learn to solve those tasks or pseudo-labels. Some examples of tasks include inpainting missing sections of images or unscrambling scrambled images\cite{23,24}. Through this self-supervised training, the model can learn a representation of the data that is also helpful for other downstream tasks. The model can then be fine-tuned with small amounts of training data to be optimized for downstream tasks. Recently, contrastive learning has been applied for feature
extraction from animal videos by Jia et al.[25], by performing contrastive learning on the frame images directly in similar fashion to existing work in computer vision.

Contrastive learning’s goal is to learn representations of data such that similar datapoints are close to each other, while dissimilar ones are far apart, without the need for labels[24]. This is achieved during training by using data augmentation. The data augmentation should not change the fundamental characteristic of the data that is relevant for the task at hand. For example, data augmentation in contrastive learning for image classification tasks include random crops and rotations. These augmentations do not change the fundamental characteristic of the data for image classification because a rotated or cropped image still represents the same class of object[24,26].

For pose estimation data, augmentation is achieved by random flipping, rotation and translation of the poses, which do not change the fundamental characteristic for behavior classification. It is the same behavior no matter how we mirror, rotate, or translate the setup. Hence, we can define a data augmentation that performs random flipping along the $x$ or $y$ axis, rotation by random angles, and random translation along both axes. For details on the implementation of augmentation, please refer to Supplementary Materials.

During training, the model learns to reduce the difference in representations between any image and its random augmented version and enlarge the difference with other images in the batch[24,26]. The training process is illustrated in Fig 4. For detailed steps of the implementation of contrastive learning, and neural network architecture used, refer to S4 – S6.
**Fig 4 Contrastive learning process.** For a given batch of data, each data point goes through parallel random augmentation and gets passed through the networks to obtain two projections. The contrastive loss is computed over the whole batch. By minimizing the contrastive loss, the model seeks to make the matching pairs’ projections more similar while making all other pairs’ projections dissimilar.

**Feature engineering methods**

We describe the methods used to compute the engineered features used as comparison in this paper.

Velocity features are computed by the difference position between any frame and its previous frame. For example, in the CalMS21 dataset, with 2 mice each with 7 body parts described by \(x, y\) coordinates, there are 28 velocity features.
Distances between key points are computed as the Euclidean distance between the combination of any key point of one mouse with any key point of the other mouse. For example, in the CalMS21 dataset, there are 7 × 7 key point pairs, which give 49 pairwise distance features.

For bounding boxes, the overlap in bounding boxes is computed as the intersection area between two bounding boxes, divided by total area covered by both boxes. Similar to pairwise distances, the overlap ratio is computed for all combinations of key points of one mouse with key points of the other mouse. For example, in our in-house dataset, there are 4 × 4 key point pairs giving 16 pairwise overlap ratio features.
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